** Profile: "SCHEMATIC1-Bias"  [ E:\CDMS\Neutron\neutrontrigspice-schematic1-bias.sim ]

Date/Time run: 12/30/08 12:20:47  Temperature: 27.0

- **CLOCK**
- **GATE OUT**
- **TRIGGER**
- **BAL TRIG**
- **POWERUP**

(A) NeutronTrigSpice-schematic1-bias.dat (active)

- **PowerUp**
- **1st Event starts the Gate**
- **Third Input Pulse Generates Trigger**
- **Extra Trigger**
- **End of 60uS Window**

- **4th Input Pulse Clears Trigger**

N=3 Events in T=60 uS

Date: December 30, 2008  Time: 12:34:01